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Adsorption of potassium on Cr2O3„0001… at ionic and metallic coverages
and uv-laser-induced desorption
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Translational energy distributions of neutral potassium atoms are reported as a function of potassium cov-
erage after uv-laser-induced desorption from well-characterized adsorption sites on an epitaxial film of
Cr2O3~0001!/Cr~110!. Measurements using x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, low-energy electron diffraction,
and work-function measurements revealed that potassium adsorbs in a nonmetallic phase for deposition tem-
peratures around 280–300 K allowing only a maximal saturation coverage to be grown for moderate growth
rates. Aggregates are observed after deposition at 90 K; at this temperature any layer thickness is obtainable.
The uv-laser-induced desorption for these two different phases was studied using excitation energies of 3.5 eV,
5.0 eV, and 6.4 eV and (111)-resonantly enhanced multiphonon ionization via the 6p 2P state for detection.
Desorption of potassium atoms from the nonmetallic phase proves to be ten times@s(6.4 eV)5(261)
310219 cm2# more efficient than desorption from metallic potassium aggregates. The mechanism of desorption
from the nonmetallic phase appears to be the inverse harpooning process starting with an ion pair followed by
a transfer of hot electrons from the substrate to unoccupied potassium states to neutralize the initially positively
charged potassium. The maximum of the translational energy distribution~starting at 0.65 eV for low cover-
ages! decreases with increasing potassium coverage and is by a factor of approximately 4 smaller for desorp-
tion from large potassium aggregates~0.16 eV!. The decrease of the translational energy with increasing
coverages for isolated atoms is ascribed to an increasing lateral interaction between the adsorbates and a
concomittant smooth change of the ionicity of the atoms from partially ionic to neutral.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The understanding of the photochemistry of adsorbate
single-crystal surfaces has largely improved in the past y
~Refs. 1–5, and references therein!. While the knowledge on
weakly bound systems is quite elaborate, the knowledge
strongly bound systems such as laser-induced metal-atom
sorption is still controversial.

Popular model systems are alkali aggregates adsorbe
a variety of surfaces like caesium adsorbed on Cu~111!,6

sodium adsorbed on germanium,7 or insulating surfaces like
lithium fluoride,8–13sapphire,14 and mica,13,15as well as coa-
lesced sodium droplets and thin continuous films16–20 and
potassium adsorbed on LiF~100! ~Ref. 12! and graphite21–23

~see also the review by Madeyet al., which includes data on
electron stimulated and thermal desorption24!.

The general belief is that desorption is initiated by a pl
mon excitation within the aggregates or films for the wav
lengths used. The latter were below the band gaps of
supports in all cases. However, quite different experime
results on translational energy distributions of desorbing
dium have led to different desorption models. Hoheisel a
PRB 590163-1829/99/59~20!/13401~12!/$15.00
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co-workers8–12 and Bonch-Bruevich and co-workers17–20ex-
plain their data by a transfer of the initial collective electr
oscillation to localized single electron excitation followed b
a preferential desorption from edge or defect sites. Rub
and co-workers suggest a scattering of the initial surf
plasmon of sodium with surface vibrations to cause deso
tion to explain their rather deviating results on translatio
energy distributions.13,15

Interesting in this context are results obtained by Hells
and co-workers21,22 and Chakarovet al.23 on the system of
potassium on graphite. They found a preferential desorp
from the ionic two-dimensional~2D! phase of potassium on
graphite while a metallic adsorbate state was not photoac
when using a mercury lamp for desorption. The mechan
they discuss is an inverse harpooning mechanism in wh
hot electrons from the substrate are transferred back to
unoccupied potassium level.21–23

The results on graphite raise the question of which r
aggregate edges in contact with the support and the inte
tion between potassium and the support in general may
in the desorption process. Little is known on this subje
except for graphite. We were therefore interested in a sys
13 401 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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13 402 PRB 59WILDE, BEAUPORT, STUHL, AL-SHAMERY, AND FREUND
for which both photodesorption from ionic species as well
from a metallic phase can be observed to bridge the
between the different data. On oxide surfaces a grad
change of alkali atoms from ionic to metallic species w
increasing coverage is not unusual.25 A suitable system is
potassium adsorbed on Cr2O3(0001) exhibiting an interest
ing variety of phases depending on the growth conditio
The data presented in this paper are a substantial extensi
a first publication that was restricted to some results on
laser desorption from the nonmetallic disperse phase.26

In contrast to metal substrates adsorption of alkali a
alkali-earth metals on insulators like oxide surfaces are
always explained by a simple charge transfer to the subs
but can be more complex than on metals. Not only al
formation can occur but also redox reactions as well
mixed oxide formation is possible. A redox reaction can b
full or partial reduction of the substrate metal ions and
related oxidation of the alkali metal followed by oxide fo
mation. Such an alkali oxide formation can induce subst
tial changes within the surface structure.27,28 It is therefore
essential to, first of all, understand the way alkali atoms
teract with the surface before addressing the problem of t
photochemistry.

This paper is therefore divided into two subsections. T
first section deals with the characterization of the grow
mode of potassium on the Cr2O3(0001) surface at room tem
perature and at liquid-nitrogen temperature as studied w
XPS ~x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy!, LEED ~low-energy
electron diffraction!, and work-function measurement
While only a saturation coverage of a nonmetallic spec
was obtained at room temperature for moderate depos
rates any layer thickness of metallic potassium was grow
90 K. This behavior is due to the absence or presence
nucleation centers for further growth in the form of sm
aggregates and a different mobility of the atoms on the s
face.

In the second section the laser-induced desorption of n
tral potassium atoms will be reported using a
11)-REMPI ~resonantly enhanced multiphoton ionizatio!
detection scheme. We shall show that the laser-induced
sorption, particularly the translational energy distributio
are strongly influenced by the lateral interatomic interact
when changing from single ionic to neutral species to me
aggregates.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. General setup

The experiments were carried out in a UHV system
scribed elsewhere.29 The apparatus was equipped wi
LEED, AES ~Auger electron spectroscopy!, XPS, XAES~x-
ray Auger electron spectroscopy!, and a TDS facility~ther-
mal desorption spectroscopy!. Cr2O3(0001) was grown as an
epitaxial film on a Cr~110! single crystal cleaned prior to
oxidation via prolonged sputter-annealing cycles with ne
ions. A well-ordered oxide film of 4–5 nm thickness w
obtained after oxidizing the metal surface in an atmosph
of 1026 Torr of oxygen at 500 K and annealing to 1000
The oxide film was freshly prepared by a sputterin
annealing-oxidation cycle prior to each photodesorpt
measurement instead of cleaning the oxide film through th
s
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mal desorption of potassium. Since potassium may diff
through the oxide film, this procedure avoids potassium c
tamination of the Cr~110! crystal and related uncontrollabl
segregation of potassium on the oxide film in later expe
ments. The sample was connected by tungsten wires
sapphire block attached to a copper liquid-nitrogen reserv
Heating was performed via electron bombardment. Temp
ture control was performed with a thermocouple~chromel-
alumel! spot welded to the crystal side. Deposition of pota
sium was performed at two different surface temperatu
90 K and 300 K, from a thoroughly outgased standard SA
getter. The chamber pressure did not exceed 3
310210Torr during deposition. Routinely, the surface clea
ness was checked by XPS.

Potassium was desorbed by irradiating the surface wi
broadband excimer laser~Lambda Physik EMG 200! run at
three photon energies~3.5 eV, 5.0 eV, and 6.4 eV! with
pulse lengths of 15 ns and laser fluences of typically
mJ/cm2 directed normal to the surface. Desorbing potassi
atoms were detected using (111)-REMPI in the gas phase
with the laser beam running parallel to the surface at a
tance of 32 mm. We used a tunable excimer laser~XeCl,
Lambda Physik LPX 205 i cc! pumped dye laser~Lambda
Physik LPL 3002! with a bandwidth of 0.0015 nm, and puls
energies of 6–10 mJ. Wavelengths between 344 nm and
nm were generated usingp-terphenyl dye dissolved in diox
ane. The ions generated in the REMPI process were defle
perpendicular to the desorption and detection laser beam
rection by a repeller electrode and collected in a detec
consisting of a flight tube, microchannel plates, and a ph
phor screen. Time-of-flight spectra were obtained from a s
tematic variation of the time delay between the detection
desorption laser pulses. For this purpose the wavelengt
the detection laser was fixed to the maximum of one of
two REMPI transitions of potassium. The velocity of th
desorbing atoms was calculated from the delay times and
known flight distance of the atoms at the detection la
beam.

B. REMPI detection scheme for potassium

For the detection of desorbing potassium atoms we us
(111)-REMPI detection scheme involving the transitio
6p 2P1/2,3/2←4s 2S1/2 at lair5344.637 nm and lair

5344.738 nm corresponding to 28 999.27 cm21 and
29 007.71 cm21, respectively.30,31 By absorption of a second
photon from the same linearly polarized laser pulse, the
termediate 6p 2P1/2,3/2 states are ionized. The ionization e
ergy of gas phase potassium atoms is 35 009.77 cm21 ~4.341
eV, l5285.635 nm).30 The spectrum obtained by tunin
across the two absorptions is shown in Fig. 1. The ratio
the integrated line intensities was approximately two as
pected from the2P1/2 and 2P3/2 degeneracies. The intensitie
were found to increase linearly with the laser intensity. T
detection limit was estimated to be roughly 105 atoms/cm3.
This even conservative estimate was based on the desor
signal of a known potassium coverage~determined with
XPS! for which the desorption cross section and the angu
distribution obtained from a Doppler-profile analysis we
known. This high sensitivity allowed to detect desorpti
easily from coverages as low as 1025– 1024 of a monolayer.
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PRB 59 13 403ADSORPTION OF POTASSIUM ON Cr2O3(0001) AT . . .
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Characterization of the adsorption of potassium
on Cr2O3„0001…

1. LEED measurements

No LEED superstructure was observed in any of
preparations. The substrate spots of the Cr2O3~0001!-LEED
pattern became increasingly diffuse at higher coverages.
indicates that potassium grows in a disordered way to for
(131) superstructure at a monolayer coverage. Howeve
some cases alkali concentrations have to be accurate by
of a monolayer for ring structures to appear after alkali
sorption so that our observation does not necessarily exc
the existence of any superstructure.32

2. XPS: The nonmetallic phase

Figure 2~a! shows XP spectra of the K 2p emission of an
adsorbate on the Cr2O3(0001) surface prepared at room tem
perature as a function of different potassium coverages u
a low deposition rate. The highest coverage shown in
figure corresponds to the saturation coverage, which co
not be surpassed even with excessive dosing at room
perature. Potassium coverages are given in relative num
as multiples of this saturation coverage obtained from in
grating the K 2p spectra. Absolute values were not obtain
because of the lack of information on LEED superstructur

The splitting of the K 2p signal is due to the 3/2 and 1/
doublet resulting from the spin-orbit coupling of the cor
hole states in the 2p level. The intensity distributions ca
well be reproduced by two Voigt profiles with maxima
294.2 eV (2p3/2) and 296.9 eV (2p1/2) with a ratio of the
integrals of 2:1 reflecting the degeneracy of the two state
4:2. The simulations are shown as gray areas underneat
measured curve. In the literature a value of the K 2p emis-
sion of metallic potassium of 294.4 eV (2p3/2) and 297.2 eV
(2p1/2) is reported.33 On the other hand, an average shift
about 1.5 eV towards lower binding energies is found
ionic potassium. Values of 292.9 eV (2p3/2) and 295.67 eV
(2p1/2) have been observed for KCl.33 The values obtained
for the K/Cr2O3(0001) system are shifted by only about 0.2
0.3 eV with respect to the values of metallic potassiu
However, the K 2p spectrum of metallic potassium typicall
shows additional features due to plasmon excitations~as will
also be seen further below!. A priori formation of metal ag-
gregates and not fully be ruled out as XPS is not a v

FIG. 1. (111)-REMPI spectrum of potassium desorbing fro
the Cr2O3(0001) surface including transitions from the 4s 2S1/2 to
the 6p 2P1/2 and the 6p 2P3/2 intermediate states.
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sensitive method for detecting plasmon excitation. In fa
such extra features can be observed at room temperatu
coverages close to the saturation coverage for high dep
tion rates@Fig. 2~b!, upper trace#. These films are metastabl
as the plasmonic features immediately disappear after an
crease of the surface temperature to 450 K@Fig. 2~b!, lower
trace#. The reason for aggregate formation at high deposit
rates might be either that the potassium getter emits clus
for those rates or the deposition rate is large enough to
pass a critical value for formation of nucleation centers
occur.25 Nucleation centers exceeding a critical size might
necessary to stabilize the metallic aggregates at room t
perature. Increasing the mobility of potassium atoms by
increase of the temperature for such a coverage is suffic
to destroy the aggregates. This would imply a repulsive
teraction between potassium atoms and a high mobility
single potassium atoms on the surface allowing to take e
getically favorable positions after hitting the surface at 28
300 K.

The K 2p spectrum indicates that the amount of char
transferred to the substrate is only small, which is also
flected in the XP spectra of the substrate. Different to re
tive systems such as Mg on Cr2O3(0001) ~Ref. 28! no
changes within the XP spectra of the Cr 2p and O 1s emis-
sion are observed for potassium adsorption except for a s
towards higher binding energies of up to 0.4 eV due to ba
bending effects. As shown in Fig. 3, the integral intensity
the Cr 2p emission becomes less intense with potassium
sorption, while the O 2p emission remains constant indica
ing a preferential interaction of the potassium atoms with
chromium ions. A decrease of the O 1s signal starts notice-

FIG. 2. Dispersive potassium phase on Cr2O3(0001): ~a! Dot-
ted curve: XP spectra of the K 2p emission as a function of increas
ing potassium coverage deposited with a low deposition rate
room temperature on Cr2O3(0001); gray curves: fits assuming tw
Voigt profiles with maxima of 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 ~ratio of the integrals
of 2:1 reflecting the multiplicity of the two states of 4:2!; coverages
given as multiples of a maximal saturation coverageusat at room
temperature obtained from the integrals of K 2p XP spectra; detec-
tion geometry: 30° off normal emission.~b! Upper curve: like~a!
but dosing with a high deposition rate; lower curve: spectrum
upper curve after short flash to 450 K.
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13 404 PRB 59WILDE, BEAUPORT, STUHL, AL-SHAMERY, AND FREUND
ably for depositions at 90 K at coverages larger than
corresponding saturation coverage at room temperature~Fig.
3!.

3. Work-function measurements

To obtain more quantitative information on the charg
transfer, work-function measurements have been perfor
by monitoring the low-energy cutoff of the photoelectro
spectra. The work-function curve of Fig. 4 was obtained
successively increasing the amount of potassium at 300
After each step the amount of deposited potassium was
trolled via XPS measurements and is given in Fig. 4 as m
tiples of the saturation coverage. After reaching the satu
tion coverage the sample was cooled to 90 K, and
deposition was continued. The work-function change w
not corrected for band-bending effects as the exact cours
the rather small band bending at low coverages was no
solved within our experiments. The work function for th
clean Cr2O3(0001) was found to be 4.860.2 eV in agree-
ment with previous results.28,34,35 The error bars reflect the
uncertainty of evaluating the work-function change w
XPS. With increasing potassium coverage a mainly lin
decrease of the work function is observed until reachin
shallow minimum at 2.0 eV for half the saturation covera
For thicker layers (Q.Qsat) at 90 K the work function ap-
proaches the value of pure potassium metal of 2.1 eV, wh
is well within the range of 2.0–2.3 eV reported from oth
groups.36,37 The minimum in the work-function curve ap
pears only for the deposition procedure described abo
However, the experimental error bars of the single meas

FIG. 3. Dispersive potassium phase on Cr2O3(0001): XPS in-
tensity of the Cr 2p ~dots! and O 1s ~squares! as a function of
potassium coverage are given as multiples of a maximal satura
coverageusat at room temperature obtained from the integrals
K 2p XP spectra.

FIG. 4. Work-function change~measured at the low-energy cu
off of the XP spectra! as a function of potassium coverage o
Cr2O3(0001); coverages are given as multiples of a maximal s
ration coverageusatat room temperature obtained from the integr
of K 2p XP spectra.
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ments are larger than the depth of the minimum itself, a
one might argue whether the minimum exists at all.

4. The structure of the nonmetallic phase

The work-function curve of the system K/Cr2O3(0001)
shows the classical behavior as found for many alkaline
sorbates on metal surfaces,38 which can be described by th
Langmuir-Gurney model at low coverages.39–41 This model
attributes the linear decrease of the work function to the f
mation of a dipole layer after charge transfer of thes-valence
electrons to the substrate. At higher coverages the work fu
tion increases after running through a minimum because
eral interactions between the dipoles act as a depolariza
field. At high coverages the work function of the pure alk
metal is reached. However, it has been observed that
depolarization on oxidic surfaces is not necessarily as str
as on metal surfaces.25 In a number of cases for alkali ad
sorption on oxide surfaces, a missing minimum of the wo
function change is not unusual reflecting the rather grad
change from ionic to metallic species.25

Assuming a saturation coverage with one potassium a
per unit cell of Cr2O3(0001) equivalent to a density of 4.
31014 atoms per cm2 for a monolayer35 the dipole momentm
of the potassium atoms can be estimated from the linear
of the decreasing work-function curvew according to

Dw5m~u!usML /«0 ~1!

with Dw being the work-function change,u being the cover-
age, sML being the monolayer density, and«0 being the
permittivity constant (52.65531014D V21 cm22).42 As the
work function drops linearly from 4.8 eV for the clea
Cr2O3(0001) surface to 2.8 eV at 0.2usat, a dipole moment
of 5.77 D (1.925310229Cm) is obtained. In order to esti
mate the related charge transfer we have to~1! consider the
oxide surface structure and~2! speculate about the adsorptio
position of the potassium and related bond lengths.

~1! Chromium oxide is a corundum-type oxide. The stac
ing of layers along a direction perpendicular to the~0001!
plane in the bulk consists of basically flat oxygen laye
alternating with buckled metal ion layers as shown schem
cally in Fig. 5. An electrostatically stable~0001! surface is

on
f

-

FIG. 5. Left: schematic drawing of the top view of the structu
of the Cr2O3(0001) surface terminated by half a layer of chromiu
ions; right: schematic drawing of the side view of the stacking
chromium and oxygen layers of Cr2O3 along the~0001! direction
for the bulk ~upper drawing! and the depolarized surface~lower
drawing! ~data from Ref. 43!. Small circles: chromium ions; large
circles: oxygen ions.
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PRB 59 13 405ADSORPTION OF POTASSIUM ON Cr2O3(0001) AT . . .
obtained by cutting the stack of layers within the buckl
metal ion layer.43 This halves the number of metal ions le
on the surface and stabilizes the polar surface. Furt
strong relaxation of the first four layers leads to surface
ergies close to those found for nonpolar oxide surfaces w
nondivergent surface potentials as shown in Fig. 5.

~2! Potassium mainly interacts with the chromium ion
The most plausible adsorption sites are site 1 or site 3.
these sites the positive charge of the potassium adsorbat
be stabilized by the threefold hollow position on the neg
tively charged oxygen atoms in accordance with findings
other oxidic surfaces.25 In recentab initio calculations on
the relaxed chromium oxide surface, Leitheuser a
Staemmler found that the preferential adsorption site of
alkali atom modeled by a positive point charge is rather
1 than site 3.44 In their calculations the charge of the chr
mium ion is reduced to12 to account for the charge transfe
This situation resembles that of potassium cations in K2O
with potassium being tetrahedrally surrounded by the oxy
ions within the bulk. The distance of the potassium to
plane of the three oxygen atoms in K2O is 0.93 Å.45 The
experimentally found distance between the oxygen layer
the lower half of the buckled chromium layer of the relax
Cr2O3(0001) surface is 1.21 Å.43

Assuming the distances mentioned above, the pa
charge transfer can roughly be estimated to be 56% o
elementary charge (1.602 10310219C) according to the
Helmholtz equationm5ql ~q being the partial charge andl
being the distance from the center of mass of the K atom
the chromium ion!.37 For a potassium atom on site 3 th
charge transfer would be 65%~oxygen-chromium distance
0.91 Å!.

Our estimates are an upper limit of the charge transfer
a number of reasons.~a! The distance of the potassium
the oxygen atom is probably larger for an only partially io
ized atom due to an increased atomic radius.~b! The strong
relaxation within the first layers is very likely modified in th
presence of an additional dipole layer on top of the surfa
~c! The number of atoms per unit cell might be different, f
example, two instead of one with site 1 as well as site
being occupied, which would mean even a halving of
dipole moment and the estimated charge transfer. The re
of an incomplete charge transfer from the potassium atom
the chromium ions is consistent with our XPS data.

At coverages above 0.2usat, the gradient of the work
function decreases smoothly and finally drops to zero atusat
reflecting the conversion of potassium atoms from ionic
neutral with increasing coverage. The very shallow mi
mum around (0.560.1)usat and the related small depolariza
tion from a closer packing of the dipoles may be attributed
the relative large distance of Cr sites~site 1! of 5 Å for full
packing and the rather localized character of the Cr 3d band.

5. XPS: Metal aggregate formation

By deposition of potassium at 90 K, any film thickne
can be grown. Figure 6 shows the K 2p XP spectra for in-
creasing coverages of potassium on Cr2O3(0001). The gray
shaded Voigt profile simulations have been obtained by
ing the maximum of the fitted 2p3/2 signal to the maximum
of the experimental curve and assuming the fixed ratio of
2p3/2 and 2p1/2 signal integrals of 2:1.
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The gradual evolution of additional intensity is observ
at increasing coverages of potassium on the higher-bind
energy side of the K 2p signal finally resulting in a long
tailing of the spectrum with distinct new broad maxima
high coverages. The spacing of these new peaks is 3.8
corresponding to the plasmon energy of bulk potassium46

The surface plasmon of the flat potassium vacuum interf
would be at 2.7 eV~i.e., a factor of& smaller! ~Ref. 47!,
which is rather close to the spacing of the spin-orbit splitti
of the K 2p signal. The resolution of our spectrometer is al
too small to resolve the two peaks belonging to the 2p1/2

emission and the first bulk plasmon. The occurrence of p
mon excitations is indicative for the metallic character of t
potassium aggregates. In view of the relatively low sensi
ity of the method, the number of aggregates has to be s
stantial for plasmonic features to appear. Extra intensity s
as in the lowest trace of Fig. 6 can show up as early as 1
of the saturation coverage. The occurrence of metal ag
gates at a certain subsaturation coverage is influenced b
deposition rate used. This indicates a hit and sticklike grow
at 90 K.

The work-function changes at low coverages for a de
sition at 90 K are very similar to Fig. 5 though showin
larger error bars as the data are more ambiguous with res
to the analysis of the XPS intensities. As there is no inf
mation about the growth mode of the aggregates other t
the plasmon structure in XPS, the analysis of the potass
concentration from XPS data is only correct, if potassiu
grows in two-dimensional islands. Otherwise, the covera

FIG. 6. Metal aggregate phase of potassium
Cr2O3(0001): ~a! Dotted curve: XP spectra of the K 2p emission
as a function of increasing potassium coverage deposited with a
deposition rate at 90 K on Cr2O3(0001); gray curves: fits assumin
two Voigt profiles with maxima of 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 having a ratio of
the integrals of 2:1 reflecting the multiplicity of the two states
4:2; coverages are given as multiples of a maximal saturation c
erageusat at room temperature obtained from the integrals of Kp
XP spectra; detection geometry: 30° off normal emission.
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13 406 PRB 59WILDE, BEAUPORT, STUHL, AL-SHAMERY, AND FREUND
of potassium is underestimated and the work-function cu
would be more shallow than for the room-temperature ca

B. Laser-induced desorption of potassium from Cr2O3„0001…

1. Desorption cross sections

In order to determine the desorption efficiency of t
laser-induced desorption of potassium from Cr2O3(0001),
the oxide surface was covered with a defined initial pot
sium coverage characterized by XPS and work-funct
measurements. The signal of desorbing neutral potassium
oms was measured as a function of the number of pho
impinging on the surface. The available flux range was li
ited by the laser power and restrictions to the measurem
time to avoid surface contaminations. No desorption of
tassium ions was observed.

Desorption from the nonmetallic phase.Desorption of
potassium atoms from the nonmetallic adsorbate stat
mainly independent of the coverage. Figure 7 shows a plo
the logarithm of the desorption signal from the nonmeta
adsorbate state for three different coverages against the n
ber of photons impinging on the surface. The two upp
traces result from potassium coverages within the linea
decreasing part of the work-function curve. The lowest tra
is recorded for a coverage of approximately 1025– 1024 of a
monolayer as estimated from the REMPI intensities. Suc
low coverage was obtained from potassium segregated
heating the oxide film and resulting from minute impuriti
of the Cr~110! crystal.

Assuming a desorption kinetics of first order, the curv
in Fig. 7 may be approximated by straight lines. From
slope photodesorption cross sections of (261)310220cm2

are extracted for desorption energies of 3.5 eV and 5.0
and (261)310219cm2 for 6.4 eV, respectively.

The cross section at 6.4 eV is an order of magnitu
larger than cross sections for the desorption from the io
phase of potassium on graphite for which a maximum
<(1.860.4)310220cm2 was observed for an excitation en

FIG. 7. Dispersive potassium phase on pha
Cr2O3(0001): Logarithmic plot of the depletion curves for diffe
ent coverages of potassium dosed at room temperature measur
desorbing potassium in the gas phase as a function of photons
pinged on the surface (Edes56.4 eV); coverages are given as mu
tiples of a saturation coverageusat at room temperature obtaine
from the integrals of K 2p XP spectra.
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ergy of;4.9 eV close to the interband transition at 4.8 eV
graphite.21–23

Desorption from potassium aggregates.The desorption
efficiency from aggregates differs strongly with respect
the nonmetallic phase. We shall discuss three different ca
for an excitation energy of 6.4 eV. The first paragraph de
with desorption from an adsorbate preparation in which
dispersed nonmetallic and a phase of medium-sized ag
gates are simultaneously present. The second will disc
desorption from small 2D potassium aggregates and the t
paragraph from large 3D aggregates. The data are repre
tative for a larger number of measurements.

The preparation of a coverage with coexisting isola
nonmetallic atoms and potassium aggregates of medium
was realized by first depositing a saturation coverage at ro
temperature and then increasing the coverage at liq
nitrogen temperature until first plasmonic structures app
within the K 2p spectrum~gray curves: fits assuming tw
Voigt profiles with maxima of 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 having a ratio
of the integrals of 2:1!. Two cross sections can be fitted
the resulting depletion curve@Fig. 8~a!, left#, a desorption
cross section of 2.5310219cm2 ~similar to the nonmetallic
phase of potassium! for the first several thousand laser puls
~1 mJ/cm2!, and a cross section an order of magnitu
smaller (3310220cm2) for the second part. The overall in
tensity of the K 2p spectrum decreased substantially af
this treatment@Fig. 8~a!, right#. We interpret the first cross
section as being due to desorption from the dispersive n
metallic phase, and the second cross section due to the
efficient desorption from aggregates. A similar discontinuo
drop in desorption efficiency has been reported for sodi
desorption from sapphire when cooling the probe to 70
which was attributed to a phase transition between the
gas of adatoms to islet film formation.14

In a second preparation, the crystal was held at room t
perature. Potassium was deposited with a high deposi
rate to form a metastable coverage with plasmonic featu
in the XP spectra.48 This preparation differs from the firs
one as the plasmonic structure lacks a pronounced ta
indicative for two-dimensional growth~gray curves: fits as-
suming two Voigt profiles with maxima of 2p3/2 and 2p1/2

having a ratio of the integrals of 2:1!. As generally the island
size has to surpass a critical size for 3D growth to occur
metal cluster growth,25 the islands are likely to be small. Th
photodesorption signal of this preparation@Fig. 8~b!, left#
shows first an increase and then a decrease after a flat m
mum. The decreasing part of the depletion curve take
form typical for desorption of the nonmetallic species with
characteristic cross section of 2.5310219cm2. The plas-
monic structure is substantially reduced as seen in Fig. 8~b!
right.

In a third preparation, potassium was deposited until
XP spectrum shows pronounced plasmonic features.
such large aggregates, a monotonic increase of the deple
signal is observed@Fig. 8~c!, left#. At more than 8000 lase
pulses~1 mJ/cm2! the signal slowly approaches a saturati
value while the integral of the K 2p signal in the XP spectra
still showing pronounced plasmonic structures, is decrea
by 75% @Fig. 8~c! right#.
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PRB 59 13 407ADSORPTION OF POTASSIUM ON Cr2O3(0001) AT . . .
FIG. 8. Metal aggregate phase of potassium on Cr2O3(0001): gray curves: fits assuming two Voigt profiles with maxima of K 2p3/2 and
K 2p1/2 ~ratio of the integrals of 2:1 reflecting the multiplicity of the two states of 4:2!. ~a! Left: depletion curve of potassium dosed first
room temperature with a low deposition rate up to a maximal saturation coverage and then short dosing at 90 K; depletion mea
desorbing potassium in the gas phase as a function of photons impinged on the surface (Edes56.4 eV); the curve was fitted with two
exponentials giving cross sectionss of 2.5310219 cm2 and 3310220 cm2. Right: XP spectra of the K 2p emission before~upper trace! and
after~middle trace! registration of the depletion curve; lower trace: difference spectrum.~b! Left: depletion curve of potassium dosed at roo
temperature with a high deposition rate; depletion measured for desorbing potassium in the gas phase as a function of photons im
the surface (Edes56.4 eV); the second part of the curve was fitted with one exponential giving a cross sections of 2.5310219 cm2. Right:
XP spectra of the K 2p emission before~upper trace! and after~lower trace! registration of the depletion curve.~c! Left: depletion curve of
potassium dosed at 90 K~high coverage!; depletion measured for desorbing potassium in the gas phase as a function of photons im
on the surface (Edes56.4 eV). Right: XP spectra of the K 2p emission before~upper trace! and after~lower trace! registration of the
depletion curve.
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2. Velocity distributions

Time-of-flight distributions were recorded for a define
initial coverage characterized with XPS for three differe
desorption energies~3.5 eV, 5.0 eV, and 6.4 eV! and then
transformed into velocity distributions. The data presen
further below are all taken at 6.4 eV. The results are ess
tially the same for the two other desorption energies.
redosing was necessary during the experiment. Even for
most efficient process, as little as 0.03% of the overall c
erage of potassium is desorbed per laser pulse at the
fluences used. Therefore, the surface concentration ca
treated as quasi-isoster on the time scale required for rec
ing a velocity distribution in contrast to efficiency measu
ments.

Desorption from the nonmetallic phase.Figure 9~a!
shows three different velocity distributions for a very sm
t
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potassium coverage (1025– 1024 ML, obtained by segrega
tion, see above! ~lower trace!, for a coverage around half o
the saturation coverage~middle trace!, and for a saturation
coverage~upper trace! for adsorbates prepared by room
temperature deposition. The distributions were all norm
ized to the maximum intensity to make changes in sh
visible. The maximum of the rather broad velocity distrib
tion is found at 1800 m/s for the very low coverage cor
sponding to a most probable kinetic energy of 0.65
(Ekin/2kB53800 K). The distribution cannot be fitted wit
one or two Boltzmann distributions. The full width at ha
maximum ~FWHM! is 2600 m/s. For the adsorbate corr
sponding to the coverage at the work-function minimu
@middle trace, Fig. 9~a!#, a shift towards slower velocities i
observed~1200 m/s!. For the saturation coverage the max
mum of the velocity distributions is further reduced to 11
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13 408 PRB 59WILDE, BEAUPORT, STUHL, AL-SHAMERY, AND FREUND
m/s corresponding to 0.26 eV (Ekin/2kB51530 K). This
change is within the experimental accuracy of the veloc
measurements of6100 m/s. However, the width of the ve
locity distribution is significantly reduced to a FWHM o
1500 m/s as compared to the middle curve with a FWHM
2000 m/s.

Desorption from aggregates.The trend of decreasing
velocities for increasing coverages continues when aggre
formation starts. Figure 9~b! shows three velocity distribu
tions for potassium adsorbates deposited at 90 K exhibi
plasmonic structure in the XP spectra~three upper curves!.
The fourth distribution~lowest curve! is the velocity distri-
bution of potassium traces already shown in Fig. 9~a! to
make the overall change more distinct. The curve above
trace dosage corresponds to a coverage of 0.15 times
saturation coverage. For this aggregate the plasmonic
tures have disappeared after the recording of the velo
distribution. It is likely that the aggregates might be rath
small in this case, and substantial changes of the ove
structure might even occur on the time scale of this meas
ment. For a work-function change corresponding to bulk
tassium, no further changes are visible when increasing
deposition as seen for the two upper curves. The desor
atoms are rather slow with a velocity of 900 m/s at the ma
mum of the distribution, i.e., a kinetic energy of 0.1
60.035 eV (Ekin/2kB5950 K) and a FWHM of 1000 m/s a
compared to the nonmetallic phase.

IV. DISCUSSION

To summarize, the following phenomena observed
laser-induced desorption of neutral potassium atoms f
Cr2O3(0001) have to be explained.~1! The desorption
from the nonmetallic phase is ten times more efficient
isolated atoms than from metal aggregates and ranges
s5(261)310219cm2 at an excitation energy of 6.4 eV t
s5(261)310220cm2 at 5.0 eV and 3.5 eV.~2! The de-

FIG. 9. Velocity distribution of desorbing potassium a
oms: ~a! Dispersive potassium phase on Cr2O3(0001) ~potassium
dosed at room temperature;Edes56.4 eV); lower trace: very smal
potassium coverage (1025– 1024 ML); middle trace: Q/Qsat

50.5; upper trace:Q/Qsat51. ~b! Metal aggregate phase of pota
sium on Cr2O3(0001) ~potassium dosed atT590 K; Edes

56.4 eV); first trace~from below!: very small potassium coverag
(1025– 1024 ML) @as in ~a!#; second trace:Q/Qsat50.15; third
trace:Q/Qsat51.2; fourth trace:Q/Qsat510.
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sorption probability from metal aggregates increases with
increased amount of atoms desorbed from small aggreg
of probably 2D structure as well as very large clusters of
structure.~3! The amount of desorbed species is substan
even for large aggregates.~4! The maxima of the velocity
distributions shift with increasing coverage from 0.65 e
~isolated ionic species! to 0.16 eV~metal aggregates! while
the FWHM of the velocity distributions decreases.

A. Inverse harpooning mechanism for desorption
from the nonmetallic phase

As all excitation energies used are larger than the b
gap of Cr2O3(0001) in principle, two different nontherma
desorption processes are possible. Either states are dir
excited within the adsorbate or an initial excitation occu
within the substrate followed by a subsequent intermed
charge transfer into an unoccupied state of the potassium

Though the use of an excimer laser allows us to inve
gate desorption only at a restricted number of excitation
ergies, the data let us conclude that the excitation proces
the nonmetallic phase is substrate induced as apparent
Fig. 10. The electron-energy-loss spectra~EELS! depicted
are those of a pure and a sodium-covered Cr2O3(0001)
surface.34 EELS data on potassium on Cr2O3(0001) are not
available, but potassium adsorption is rather similar to
dium. As is obvious from Fig. 10, the spectrum of the cle
Cr2O3(0001) surface is modified with alkali adsorption
energies around 4.6 eV related to a modification of surf
charge-transfer transitions occurring from the O 2p band into
a local Cr 3d state in this energy range.34 In addition to this
modification no resonant state can be attributed to alkali
sorption in the energy range between 3.5 eV and 6.4 eV.
cross sections of the laser-induced desorption from the n
metallic phase of potassium are plotted as a function of
excitation energy in Fig. 10 for comparison. It is obvious th
the desorption cross sections mainly scale with the inten
of the excitation spectrum of the substrate.

FIG. 10. Electron energy loss spectrum~EELS! of the clean
Cr2O3(0001) ~lower trace! and a sodium-covered substrate~upper
trace, submonolayer obtained by heating a multilayer to 520!
taken from Ref. 34;Ep5100 eV, specular. Solid circles: desorptio
cross sections measured for the nonmetallic phase atEdes

53.5 eV, 5.0 eV, and 6.4 eV.
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The strong wavelength dependence of the desorp
cross sections together with the high kinetic energies co
sponding to more than 1000 K furthermore rule out a th
mally induced process. The temperature jump within the
itaxial Cr2O3(0001) film caused by laser heating is estima
to be only a couple of tens of K from solving heat flu
equations49 for a similar epitaxial film.50

The substrate-induced process can be regarded as a
verse harpooning mechanism.51 A charge-transfer transition
within the substrate is the primary excitation step follow
by a migration of the electron to the surface. The hot elect
is then trapped in an electronic state of the partially io
potassium atom. The quasireneutralization is accompa
by a change of radius of the atom, which is known to be 1
pm for the isolated potassium K1 ion and 203 pm for the
neutral atom K0.36 As a consequence, the change of diame
causes a strong Pauli repulsion between the substrate
potassium. The potassium moves away from the surface
reaching a crossing between the two potential-energy
faces of the ionic and neutral species in the adiabatic pict
The coupling between the two potential-energy surface
relevant for the branching between neutral potassium es
ing from the surface and recapturing of the electron by
substrate with concomitant formation of ionic potassium.
only desorption from neutral potassium atoms is observ
the ion remains trapped. This excitation process has b
discussed by Hellsinget al.21,22and Chakarovet al.23 for de-
sorption from ionic K adsorbed on graphite. Hellsinget al.
pointed out that the described mechanism differs from
Menzel-Gomer-Redhead mechanism52,53 in the sense that the
repulsive state is not formed via primary excitation or io
ization of the adsorbate-substrate complex itself by hi
energy electrons or photons but corresponds to a two-
mechanism described by Gadzuk for photodesorption of
from Pt~111!.54

The decrease of translational excitation with increas
potassium coverage and the decrease of the FWHM of
velocity distribution can be attributed to the decreasing i
icity of potassium with increasing coverage that influenc
the position of the K 4s resonance state with respect to t
Fermi edge. The minimum of the ground-state potent
energy surface with respect to the atom-surface dista
shifts towards larger distances with decreasing ionic
Starting from the potential-energy surface of a less ionic s
cies, a more shallow part of the excited state is reached
thus less kinetic energy is gained.

It is known for TiO2 that the electron density donated b
the alkali atom to the substrate can partially penetrate d
into the space-charge layer at low coverages while at hig
coverages it is localized to the surface dipole layer.25 This
might explain the strong difference between the velocity d
tribution of the segregation coverage and the larger co
ages of potassium.

Surprising is the small dependence of the cross sect
from the surface coverage of the ionic species compare
the strong changes in velocity distributions. Usually the cr
sections are the most sensitive parameters with respe
changes within potential-energy surfaces.52,53 Intuitively one
expects an increasing lateral delocalization of excitation w
an increasing number of dipoles at higher coverages and
a related reduction of lifetime. This has been observed
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other systems in electron stimulated desorption of molecu
after valence-band excitation.55 However, the effect is criti-
cally depending on the distance between the adsorbates.
minimum distance between two potassium atoms of 5 Å at
full occupation of site 1 in the ionic phase is rather large, a
the Cr 3d band is strongly localized. Furthermore, as d
cussed above, in case of alkali adsorption, the ionicity of
adsorbed atoms decreases with increasing coverage w
concomitant change of the potassium radius. Let us ass
that the lifetime of the excited state is long enough so t
the process can be described in an adiabatic picture as s
matically shown in Fig. 11 for two different situations, i.e
the charge-transfer excitation of an ionic~a! and a less ionic
species~b!. The desorption probability then is ruled by th
adiabatic coupling at the crossing point of the~in a first
approximation! repulsive excited state of neutral potassiu
and the attractive ground-state potential of ionic potassiu
The adiabatic coupling is depending on the difference
slopes between the two potential-energy surfaces and the
locity of the wave packet at the crossing point according
the Landau-Zener theory.56 In case~a! the curve crossing
occurs at a more shallow part of the potential-energy s
faces involved than for case~b!. A decrease in slope differ
ence causes a larger curve crossing probability and thu
decreased desorption probability. On the other hand, the
locity of the wave packet at the crossing point in case~a! is
larger than in case~b!, which causes a reduced curve cros
ing probability and a reduced recapture probability. The t
effects may cancel each other in such a way that the des
tion cross section becomes independent of the ionicity of
potassium atom. This is the case for crossing points oc
ring at rather large distances of the potassium atom to
surface with respect to the equilibrium position in the grou
state as illustrated in Fig. 11, which is not unusual for
harpooning mechanism. The discussion assumes that th
cited state for the ionic and less ionic species is the sa
which is not necessarily the case. The desorption cross
tion is furthermore proportional to the cross section of p
mary adsorbate excitation. At higher coverages with l
ionic potassium, one would expect a reduced initial trapp
probability of electrons of the adsorbate.22 However, this ef-

FIG. 11. Schematic drawing of the excitation process involv
a charge-transfer transition in the adiabatic picture for~a! a strongly
ionic atom and~b! a weakly ionic atom with a curve crossing oc
curing at large atom-surface distances (DEkin is the gained kinetic
energy after desorption!.
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fect is apparently also cancelled against the dependenc
the cross section from the adiabatic coupling.

B. Localization of excition energy prior to desorption
from metal aggregates

In the transition from the ionic phase to metallic island
the closer contact of potassium atoms gradually changes
electronic structure of the adsorbate from discrete electro
states into a band structure with a delocalized gas of e
trons for larger aggregates. As such an electronic struc
allows an efficient quenching of electronically excited stat
the drop of the cross sections by one order of magnitude
to be regarded as natural in this context. A similar argum
holds for the drop of the most probable kinetic energy fro
0.26 eV for the saturation coverage of the dispersive spe
~similar work function as metallic species! to 0.16 eV of the
metal aggregates. The fact that we observe both, desorp
from potassium aggregates and from the nonmetallic ph
for the system K/Cr2O3(0001), can be attributed to th
higher laser flux when using an excimer laser compared
mercury lamp used on graphite for which only desorpt
from the ionic phase was detected.21–23

As principally multiple excitation of plasmons within th
metal aggregates is possible for the wavelengths used in
experiments, it is not clear whether the primary excitat
process shifts from a substrate-mediated excitation proce
a direct excitation within the metal aggregates. Initial pla
mon excitation has been discussed to cause laser desor
for a variety of metal aggregates like potassium12

sodium,8–16 and silver12 on insulating supports. Similar pro
cesses are discussed for other metal atoms from met
films of the same materials, e.g., for Al,57 Au, and Ag
atoms.58,59

The monotonic increase of the desorption signal with
creasing depletion therefore may have two different cau
Either the number of desorption sites changes continuo
or the increase is due to a continuous change of the e
tronic structure of the aggregates of diminishing size w
concomitant changes of lifetimes of excited states and/or
ferences in absorbance as plasmon excitations are influe
by the size and shape of the aggregates60–64 and dipole-
dipole interactions among clusters~among other things!.65

We shall show that the first cause is apparently domin
implying localization of the primary excitation within loca
electronic states of defects as crucial for desorption.

If desorption from 2D islands took place preferentia
from the interior of a perfect island, i.e., always from ful
coordinated atoms, the desorption flux would decrease
portional to equivalent desorption sites available. Desorp
purely from perfect edges would scale with the radius of
aggregatesr, i.e., the signal would decrease. However, def
sites inside the clusters or dents of smooth cluster edges
act as nuclei for surface vacancy clusters. In this case
signal can grow with increasing radii of vacancy cluste
The preference of desorption from such sites can be
plained by different local electronic properties as compa
to regular terrace sites because of a reduced coordina
number and has been observed in other experiments on
desorption from metals, semiconductors, and insula
surfaces.10,20,66–69
of
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The effect of increasing desorption signal with decreas
aggregate size will depend on the initial surface structure
thus on the growth conditions.25 For amorphous aggregate
or aggregates of dentridic shape, i.e., assemblies of high
sity of defect states, the increasing surface roughening wo
not be as pronounced as for initially mainly-ordered terrac
This could explain why a cross section was obtained for
first preparation for the metal aggregate component.

The observation of an increase in desorption signal
rather large clusters similar to 2D aggregates supports
explanation that defect desorption is the cause. The sat
tion of the desorption signal after long depletion of the lar
clusters then has to be regarded as reaching the max
possible number of defect sites. The fact that the tran
tional energy distributions of potassium desorbing from a
gregates of metallic character are neither influenced by
excitation laser wavelength nor by the cluster size and
lated size-dependent plasmon resonances supports the
pretation of defect desorption.

In this context it is interesting to compare our data
experiments on potassium desorption from LiF~100!.12 Ho-
heisel, Vollmer, and Tra¨ger reported velocity distributions
with a most probable kinetic energy of 0.1360.02 eV inde-
pendent of the excitation wavelength covering the whole v
ible range with LiF~100! as support. This value is close t
our data despite the fact that the data have been reco
under very different experimental conditions, i.e., with c
laser light for excitation energies below the band gap of
support and below bulk-plasmon excitation. We therefo
conclude that either substrate-induced processes are of m
importance in this case or the primary excitation step is
parently mainly decoupled from the final desorption proce
Furthermore, either the interaction of potassium with t
support would be rather similar, if edge desorption were
cause, or the influence of the support on the electronic st
ture of defects would be small, in case defect desorpt
were the dominant channel.

While our data are surprisingly similar to the work o
potassium clusters on LiF~100! ~Ref. 12!, strong deviations
have been found for sodium desorption from a variety
different surfaces. Balzerset al. developed the picture tha
scattering of plasmons with surface vibrations causes des
tion to explain their measured most probable kinetic energ
of 0.01860.005 eV for desorption from sodium aggregat
on mica.13,15

Träger and co-workers detected most probable kinetic
ergies of 0.460.1 eV (l5514 nm) for sodium desorption
from aggregates on LiF.11,12A value of 0.12 eV~700 K! was
reported for the time-of-flight distribution of desorbing N
from a closed film of island structure with islands of 50–1
mm diam (l5532 nm) by Bonch-Bruevichet al.18–20! ~the
latter data were not taken under UHV conditions, and c
taminations might have influenced the data!.18–20 Both
groups discuss their data as being due to an initial plasm
excitation with a subsequent localization in defect sta
leading to desorption. The differences between the data
Balzerset al. and those of the other systems can be und
stood, if the interaction between the aggregate and the
port plays a crucial role. Pinning of the electronic state
sponsible for desorption to the respective surface and ra
different electron-lattice coupling for different suppor
could account for the discrepancies observed.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

Potassium adsorbs on an epitaxial film of
Cr2O3~0001!/Cr~110! surface either in a nonmetallic phase
room temperature at Cr sites with a maximal saturation c
erage at moderate deposition rates or as potassium a
gates at 90 K in any layer thickness desired. The interac
of single potassium atoms within the probably highly mob
nonmetallic phase is repulsive. At high deposition ra
metastable aggregates are obtained at room temperatu
these rates imply the formation of nucleation centers exce
ing a critical size to stabilize the metallic aggregates. T
work-function changes reflect a rather gradual change f
ionic, with a partial charge transfer from potassium to ch
mium ions of maximally 55–65 % as upper limit, to neutr
The effect of depolarization at higher coverages is weak

The initial excitation mechanism for the uv-laser-induc
desorption of the ionic species is a charge transfer from
support to the potassium atom, which can be treated as
verse of a harpooning mechanism. A ten times more effic
desorption probability from the ionic species compared w
metal aggregates reflects the localization of the temp
electronic excitation in the ionic species competing ea
with electronic relaxation. On the other hand, efficie
quenching of the electronically excited state within the me
aggregates necessitates localization in defect states or a
gate edges to enable desorption. The role of selvedge
evident from an increase of desorption probability with
creasing photon exposure independent of the cluster s
and size. The properties of the selvedges of the metal ag
gates rule the desorption process. This is apparent from
independence of the velocity distributions of the desorb
potassium atoms from the cluster size signifying a dec
pling of the initial excitation from the final desorption pro
cess. On the other hand, the degree of interaction of the i
si
n
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species with the support is relevant for the amount of kine
energy gained. This is revealed from a shift of the maxima
the velocity distributions with increasing coverage from 0.
eV ~isolated ionic species! to 0.26 eV~saturation coverage!
to 0.16 eV~metal aggregates! and a concomitant decrease
the FWHM of the velocity distributions.

Theoretical calculations are planned to reveal det
about the potential-energy surfaces of and lifetimes in
excited states of the ionic species as a function of ionic
They should particularly help to clarify the origin of th
weak coverage dependence of the cross section in contra
the strong coverage dependence of the velocity distributio
Tentatively we attribute this observation to an electron
capture of the surface at large atom-surface distances, w
is not unusual in harpooning processes.

Our results emphasize that aggregate size and struc
surface morphology as well as the interaction of the agg
gate with the support, have to be carefully taken into acco
to explain and compare photodesorption data from alka
adsorbates. If we regard the ionic dispersive potassium s
as a ‘‘single defect state’’ with an elevated desorption pro
ability compared to higher coordinated atoms, it would
very interesting to investigate other monodispersive syste
with different adsorbate-substrate interactions and ionicit
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